
 

Tax Talk- Tax and Duty Evasion 

While the government continues to provide Tax and Customs incentives for businesses communities 

in order to promote growth and development, businesses and individuals continue to evade Tax and 

Customs duties through illegitimate means. They defraud the Government which in turn has an 

impact on the citizens from lost Government revenues. It is our duty to ensure such abuses are 

stopped and those involved are prosecuted and or dealt with accordingly. 

In a significant landmark case in Fiji an importer was charged by the Fiji Revenue and Customs 

Service (FRCS) and paid several million dollars in Taxes and duties with penalties. This case was a 

clear incident of trade based Money Laundering. There were a number of modus operandi used in 

this case which can be classified as mis-invoicing in Customs terms.  

Undervalued/Overvalued Falsified Invoice 

This method is one of the most common techniques of evasion of import duties or exaggerating 

expenses to record lower profits for Taxation purposes in Fiji. In this system, an importer pays for 

goods directly to exporter, however produces an undervalued/overvalued invoice for import 

Customs clearances.  

In case of undervaluation for commodities attracting higher duty rates such as luxury consumables, 

importer pays lower import duties and Taxes. When commodities attracting zero rated import duties 

are overvalued in the import declaration such as medicine and basic food items, the importing 

enterprise have the luxury to shift funds out of the country.    

Double Invoicing 

This system of import duties and Tax evasion involves mostly with advance payments for 

importation of goods. Under this system, the exporter usually colludes with the Importer and on 

request, provides more than one set of invoice to form a complete consignment. Importer does not 

produce complete set of invoices for import clearance. Undeclared goods are released from border. 

With the application of principals of risk management, Customs Officers do not physically inspect 

every shipment.  

Third Party Invoicing 

This is a complex method where the original seller’s invoice is not produced to Customs in the 

country of import. The third party can sometimes be a buying agent, a related party within the 



meaning of article 15(4) of Agreement on Customs Valuation (GATT art. VII) which cannot be proven 

or an unrelated party acting in the interest of commercial advantage. 

Investigations 

FRCS has investigated five (5) such cases in 2016-2017 financial year which had led to recovery of 

about sixteen (16) million dollars’ in duties and penalties. These investigations have also led to 

detection of domestic Tax evasion. In cases where a third party purchases goods locally and takes 

delivery at port of export, the same goods are then exported by the third party to the country of 

import, probabilities of undervaluation, overvaluation and profit shifting have proven to be high.   

These 3 type of cases are extra territorial in jurisdiction for the purposes of trade based money 

laundering meaning the offence is taking place in multiple jurisdiction where simultaneous 

investigations and prosecutions may take place. 

Foreign individuals through Investment Fiji made the necessary applications to obtain approval to 

register business and invest in Fiji. The company started its operations by legitimately running 

Businesses Type A and Type B. Gradually they closed off businesses A & B and ventured into business 

type C.  

The nature of business C was one which had environmental effects and required necessary 

Government approvals. However, another entity locally owned identified that business C did not have 

the necessary approvals and nor was it legally registered. Business C income was not being declared 

as well. It was revealed that business C was operated on cash basis and cash earned used to finance 

company equipment and vehicles. It was further revealed that business types A & B were formed to 

hide the illegal income as they failed to declare that business type A & B had closed its operations.  

Company later obtained the necessary Investment Fiji approvals however the illegal business type C 

was in place well before the approvals were sought. Joint investigations revealed illegal immigrants 

on the premises. (Trade based Money laundering, Tax Evasion, Abuse of Investment Fiji approvals 

and violation of immigration laws) 

Company used the Investment Fiji platform to invest and venture into business in Fiji. Gradually the 

individual obtained Fiji citizenship and ran a lucrative business which ran seven days a week in 

different locations. The company was implicated in a Tax matter and audited with relative Taxes and 

penalties paid.  

However, the company operations continued to grow until information was received that the 

company was not declaring all the income. As a result, another investigation was carried out which 

confirmed that the company was not declaring any income from one of its outlet. The director had 

full control of the income generated from this outlet and collected all cash income personally which 

was used for building a mansion and for personal use. (Tax evasion) 

Company X had multiple business outlets and a well-known household name in business in Fiji. In 

the process the company had accumulated substantial wealth and properties until investigations 

revealed the company was not declaring the correct Taxes. Issues included understating of income, 

overstating of expenses, abuse of rebates, overstatement of trade creditors, over statement of zero 

rated sales, income not declared are invested overseas.  



One significant discovery was that the cheque payments received by the company was deposited 

however cash in equivalent amount was taken out from the cash sales. Thus the payments were not 

captured for VAT or income tax. For zero rated sales analysis revealed that the amounts in VAT 

Returns were overstated compared to the reports maintained. The company failed to maintain 

proper records.  

Additionally, by overstating the trade creditors, it increased the company purchases and reduced the 

company profit. The undeclared income was also used for the purchase of property overseas. These 
are all red flags for a well calculated scheme for the purposes of Tax evasion and Money Laundering. 

These activities can also be classified as fraudulent as we can prosecute the perpetrators for Tax 

evasion and Money Laundering.  

Company A involved in equipment business had shown continued growth. The company had multiple 

bank accounts and not all the income was being declared. Subsequent investigations revealed the 

company was not declaring the business income deposits which was being deposited into another 

bank account.  

Additionally, the company had made substantial investments in a financial institution which were 

funds earned from the business. This is a clear indication of Money Laundering whereby the 

legitimate income is hidden from the authorities and invested elsewhere. These incomes are subject 

to Tax and must be declared. (Tax Evasion & Money Laundering, Use of Financial Institutions to 

launder). 

Members of the public are encouraged to report any Customs or Tax evasions or any unprofessional 

conduct by simply emailing to Chief Executive Officer on ceo@frcs.org.fj or a letter addressed to him 

or you can also report it in person.  

Taxpayers can also directly call the Revenue and Customs Chief Executive Officer Mr. Visvanath Das 

on 9907740 to lodge complaints or our Chief Ethical Standards Officer Mr. Rajas Swamy on 

9980489.The Revenue & Customs is here to administer the Tax and Customs laws and it is our duty 

to ensure fairness and consistency in the application of the law to ensure that we are creating a level 

playing field for all taxpayers.  
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